


Case Formulation in Cognitive
Behaviour Therapy

Case formulation is the core skill of every practitioner carrying out psycho-

logical therapies at an advanced level. It is essential in providing an idio-

syncratic understanding of individual clients and their clinical problems.

In this volume, Nicholas Tarrier brings together contributions that cover

many of the clinical issues that will challenge practitioners in their practice of

cognitive behaviour therapy. Each chapter serves as a practical guide to over-

coming a particular clinical challenge and is grounded solidly in research

evidence. Experts in each individual field discuss how case formulation aids

clinical practice in their chosen area and demonstrate how detailed under-

standing of the clinical case leads to improved therapeutic outcome. Subjects

covered include:

• A biopsychosocial and evolutionary approach to formulation with a

special focus on shame.

• Case conceptualisation in complex PTSD.

• Cognitive behavioural case formulation in complex eating disorders.

This indispensable guide to formulating clinical cases will be welcomed by

clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, psychiatric nurses, counsellors, social

workers and students.

Nicholas Tarrier is Professor of Clinical Psychology at the University of

Manchester. He has pioneered the development and evaluation of cognitive

behaviour therapies for schizophrenia and other psychological disorders.
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Preface

This book came about due to the increasing interest in and adoption of the

case formulation approach to cognitive-behavioural treatments for a range of

psychological and behavioural disorders. Many years of teaching case formu-

lation to first-year trainee clinical psychologists with my colleague, Dr Rachel

Calam, at the University of Manchester, and prior to that at the University of

Sydney and before that even in providing clinical supervision in the National

Health Service in Salford, has provided me with the opportunity for much

thought and reflection about the nature and process of case formulation. I

cannot honestly say that I always succeeded in doing this with the utmost

clarity. But it did kindle a desire to attempt to produce a book in which a

number of experts put their thoughts and opinions down on how case formu-

lation aided their clinical practice in their chosen area. When I started teach-

ing case formulation the term was rarely heard: now its use is widespread.

Some professions, such as clinical psychology, and many schools and practi-

tioners of cognitive behaviour therapy view case formulation as central and

essential to their clinical treatments. This represents both a desire to under-

stand patients from a psychological perspective and a recognition of the

complexity and heterogeneity of the clinical presentations and problems of

clients and patients. It also represents a feeling that strictly adhered to and

rigidly prescribed ‘one size fits all’ treatment protocols are not suitable for

many clinical problems and patients, and do not capture either the complexity

of applied psychology or the depth and expertise of clinicians’ skills and

knowledge. The devil is in the detail. Individualised formulations which drive

individualised treatment strategies would appear, on an a priori basis at least,

to be most likely to be effective, ethical, inclusive and acceptable. The alterna-

tive to a rigid protocol is an empirically based and scientifically established

procedure of case formulation leading to individualised and appropriate

treatments. We may not be in a position to say that all the questions have yet

been identified, let alone answered satisfactorily, but hopefully this book

will move knowledge slightly further on. This volume attempts to put the

argument for a case formulation approach by combining an impressive

array of contributors, experts in their field, to provide guidelines to the



case formulation of a series of topics which I trust will be of interest to

practitioners and researchers. As with all edited books I am confident that

some interesting areas will have been omitted or someone’s pet topic over-

looked. An editor is always constrained by length and the availability of

authors. My hope is that within these pages there is something to interest and

stimulate almost anybody who is interested in cognitive behaviour therapy

and psychological treatments, so that those who are disappointed by omis-

sion do not judge me too harshly. I am indebted to the authors who have

given their time and experience and worked so hard and diligently in

producing their excellent contributions.

Nicholas Tarrier

Manchester, UK
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An introduction to case
formulation and its challenges

Nicholas Tarrier

In introducing this volume on case formulation I thought it worthwhile to

look briefly at some of the stages in the development of case formulation and

some of the issues that have been raised. As with all aspects of clinical prac-

tice, the process of case formulation – working towards a psychological

explanation of a patient’s problem that has treatment utility – is not static.

There remain numerous challenges and no doubt further challenges will

arise in the future. To stop and reflect on these issues and the challenges

they impose is helpful both to the individual clinician and to the clinical

researcher.

The Boulder model of training in clinical psychology enshrined the con-

cept of the scientific practitioner in training and practice in psychological

treatment. The historical importance of this cannot be over-estimated. This

represented a new paradigm in psychological practice in general and psycho-

logical treatment in particular. The scientific practitioner established the idea

that psychological knowledge can be applied to clinical problems and that

this should be done in a manner in accordance with scientific methodology

and convention. This has many implications, but two are important here.

First, psychological treatments are evaluated and adopted based upon the

results of empirical evaluation. This has now been subsumed into the wider

paradigm of evidence-based practice or evidence-based health care (see, for

example, Sackett 1998). The second implication is that a psychological

understanding of clinical problems is adopted to underpin psychological

intervention. A seminal paper published in 1965 by Kanfer and Saslow

further advanced this endeavour by proposing a psychological alternative,

behavioural analysis, to the then-dominant medical conceptualisation of

mental health problems.

Kanfer and Saslow’s (1965) paper can really be thought of as the natural

precursor to case formulation and represented a second paradigm shift. It is

interesting to look in a little more detail at what Kanfer and Saslow proposed.

They dismiss psychiatric diagnosis as being limited by issues of precision,

consistency, reliability and validity to ‘a crude and tentative approximation to

a taxonomy of effective individual behaviours’ (1965: 529). Some may well
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argue that this situation has not radically altered over the past 40 years.

Kanfer and Saslow also outlined the criticisms, current at the time, of the

medical model in psychiatry with which the contemporary reader will no

doubt be familiar. Their main point remains pertinent: given the wide range

of variability in an individual’s circumstances and condition and the largely

unknown aetiology of most psychiatric disorders, does a reduction to a crude

taxonomic classification help or hinder treatment? They progressed to outline

an alternative model of understanding clinical problems based upon learning

theory in the form of a functional behavioural-analytic approach. This is

encapsulated by:

It [functional analysis] implies that additional information about the

circumstances of the patient’s life pattern, relationships among his behav-

iours, and controlling stimuli in his social milieu and his private experience

is obtained continuously until it proves sufficient to effect a noticeable

change in the patient’s behaviour, thus resolving ‘the problem’.

(Kanfer and Saslow 1965: 533)

Interestingly, although their model is couched in learning theory terms they

anticipated the cognitive revolution that was to follow by including the neces-

sity to assess subjective experience. They suggested that the clinician should

collect and organise information from a number of areas: analysis of a prob-

lem situation, classification of the problem situation, motivational analysis

(reinforcers), developmental analysis (including ‘biological equipment’ and

‘socio-cultural experience’), analysis of self-control, analysis of social rela-

tionships and analysis of the social–cultural–physical environment. The for-

mulation, and Kanfer and Saslow used this term, is ‘action oriented’ (535) in

that the problem is defined in operational terms so as to specify a feasible

treatment option. Although written over 40 years ago there is much within

this paper, both in terms of the inadequacies of psychiatric diagnosis and

alternative conceptualisation of clinical problems, that modern-day cognitive

behaviour therapists and clinical psychologists would find very familiar.

One of the problems that this new individualised approach unveiled was

how to know whether an individualised formulation of a particular person’s

problem is correct and parsimonious: that is, is it true in a broad sense of the

word and does it have functional value – is it clinically useful? That a formula-

tion can be incorrect would also imply that there would be ways, potentially

identifiable, by which a formulation could go wrong or deviate from accuracy.

However, it may be difficult to discriminate a ‘right’ from a ‘wrong’ answer

when the formulation pertains only to one individual. The nature and types

of error that may contaminate clinical decision-making may include avail-

ability heuristic, representative heuristic, anchoring heuristic, biased search

strategies, overconfidence and hindsight bias (Nezu and Nezu 1989a). By this

Nezu and Nezu meant that a clinician may be subject to a number of sources
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of bias such as being overly influenced by recent clinical experience, being too

quick to categorise or reach a conclusion on insufficient information and

without the flexibility to adjust or modify those conclusions, selectively

attending to types or aspects of information and further searching for infor-

mation based upon a confirmatory bias, and being unable to react to new

information in a way that increases accuracy and precision rather than con-

firms initial impressions. There is a tendency to look back retrospectively on a

case with a confirmatory zeal. Unfortunately, although perhaps not surpris-

ingly, clinicians and therapists appear to be subject to all the information

processing distortions that they try to assess and rectify in their patients.

The area of clinical judgement and decision-making is clearly one that

requires further research and clinicians would benefit from reflection upon it.

A consideration of alternative explanations, a wider viewpoint and a further

appraisal of possible options would perhaps benefit clinical practice.

A related difficulty identified by Nezu and Nezu (1989a: 29) is how and

when to select the appropriate treatment techniques from the array available.

This problem is also pivotal to the work of other writers on case formulation

(for example, Bruch 1998; Persons 1991; Turkat 1985) and in my experience it

is often the issue that trainees and students find one of the most difficult.

Nezu and Nezu (1989a) rightly say that because individual formulations take

into account a large array of unique characteristics across a variety of person

and environmental variables it is very difficult to know how to select the most

effective treatment strategy. Nezu and Nezu (1989b: 57) advocate a problem-

solving approach to clinical decision-making which consists of problem

orientation, problem definition and formulation, generation of alternatives,

decision-making, and solution implementation and verification. They also

make the useful distinction between treatment strategy, tactics and methods.

Treatment strategies are linked to each identified problem and provide a gen-

eral approach to how that problem will be resolved, such as decreasing nega-

tive cognitive biases and self-defeating thoughts in someone with a depressed

mood. Each treatment strategy should have a list of specific treatment tactics

which indicate how the strategy will be achieved. For example, in the strategic

example given the tactics might include monitoring automatic thoughts,

investigation of the cognitive processes and identification of bias, examin-

ation of supporting evidence, generation of alternative interpretations of

events, behavioural experiments to test out various expectations and so on.

Nezu and Nezu (1989b) also introduce the idea of different treatment

methods: they mean different ways in which tactical treatment techniques

might be implemented. For example, a behavioural experiment to test out a

biased interpretation of events may well be applied differently if the patient is

a depressed adolescent male of 14, rather than a depressed middle-aged

woman with a family, or a 28-year-old man with a psychotic illness who is

also depressed.

The overall approach is that the formulation is a way of generating testable
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